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Joyful News - 6/30/17

Wednesday we had one of the most extraordinary divinely orchestrated healing events
to remove a particular darkness, which affected all sectors of the world. It is such a
complicated story, that I need time to relay it properly. The visions of what
occurred alone could provide an artist days of labor to convey.
For me personally, it was like cleaning up hell and removing the darkest elements
negatively affecting the world. The ascended masters gave the heads up that it was
transformative and to wait and see what happens because of it. Time will tel. After we
usually do our initial work, the Heavenly team begins their follow up work bringing all
into alignment. I'm still trying to wrap myself around how to tell the story. Fortunately,
a friend took four pages of notes as I reported the sequence of events over a couple of
hours as all of Heaven, it seemed, followed their perspective assignment.
Jesus closed the session with, "this will set humanity free from darkness" adding that
we will still need to set them free from their programming that continues to limit their
results.
The call Saturday will help release that programming that is limiting the possibilities
available to them and all at this time. Those details below as is a message from
Archangel Gabriel.
Wishing you a wonderful weekend and a Happy Independence Day.
Blessings,
Joy

Gabriel on Fear and Freedom
On Wednesday, June 29, 2017, I opened a
session to address attachments to
someone who was a member of a secret
society. The vision of darkness that came
from that connection was enormous. In
follow up, Archangel Gabriel came forth to
share a perspective on fear, which is
blocking freedom, as well as enormous
possibility.
The work yesterday was monumental. It
was of the utmost importance because it
changed the course of the world and the
destiny it held at the time before the

clearing. The world was still in a
downward spiral with the course of events
taken place as of late. Although you have
done much clearing, the darkness
continues to take hold as the
programming within the hearts and minds
of humanity is like glue creating clogs in
the wheel. Nothing is going smoothly with
the delays created by darkness in their
tactics to undermine. You can do so much
and then darkness takes a stand and
creates a new tactic.
Rest of article...

Set All Free By Clearing Blocks
to It
It's time for true freedom, which comes
from within. By clearing your limited
beliefs, fears and karma, you become set
free.
These calls set you, your family, relatives
and ancestors and the world free by
releasing more layers each month in an
inexpensive manner.
To register and read more regarding our
July 1 call, go to Clear Your Past and
Change Your Future.

Joy S. Pedersen, Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of
Attraction Practitioner, ordained minister and Doctor of Divinity as
well as a noted business consultant and networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes over
the phone to identify and overcome the hidden causes of their
challenges.
Her work includes clearing negative memories, energy, emotions, property and
karma. Her gifts bridge the gap between heaven and earth and all time and space.
The twin flame of Archangel Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson for heaven and shares
those messages on the Express Success blog. She authored the book "Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures From Archangel Michael to Change Your Life". She was also a contributing
author to Big Bold Business. Her chapter addresses how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your success. And, her latest book covers her work for
heaven on earth clearing the cause of the karma affecting humanity, "Clear Your Past
and Change Your Future" .
Her pro bono work focuses on global peace and prosperity by clearing and healing the
cause of the karma affecting all humanity.
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